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Here’s to Our Independence
If your Fourth of July plans include gatherings of

friends and family for barbecues and fireworks, don’t
forget to take a moment to remember those who fought
for our country’s independence so long ago.

The revolutionaries of 1776 couldn’t have imagined
how far we would come. The great strides we’ve made
in science, technology, medicine and social justice are
only more amazing when you consider where
we started.

So while you’re enjoying the all-American foods and
breathtaking sights of Independence Day, take some
time to thank those first Americans who took a leap
into the unknown in the hopes of a better tomorrow.
Our office will be closed on July 4 so that our team can
observe this holiday as well.

Bask in Your BFFs
“Friends are the sunshine of life.” —John Hay
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HAPPENINGS AT
COLONIAL GARDENS

CORE WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Monday- Current Events, Bingo,

Dice Game
Tuesday- Manicures, Movie

Hour
Wednesday- Lunch Trip, Bingo,

Trivia
Thursday- Book Review, Social

Hour, Crossword Puzzle
Friday- Prot. Communion,

Mass, Jingo
Saturday- Bingo

Sunday- Chapel Service
Activities such as ceramics, chair
volleyball, arts and crafts, jingo,
horse racing, ice cream socials,

health discussions and card
games are scheduled throughout

the month at various times.
Copies of the current weekly
schedule are kept at the front

desk at the Gardens.

Free Health Management
Services

Colonial Heights is fortunate to
have a free management service
available on an outgoing basis.
On the first Thursday of every
month from 12:00-1:00 pm,

pharmacists from Ruwe Family
and senior pharmacy students

from U.C. College of Pharmacy
meet with the residents in the

library to provide personal and
private consultations regarding

their medications, blood
pressure, blood sugar and other
issues affecting their health and

well-being. The program is
provided free due to a funding
grant meant to enable aging in
place for older adults. The goal
of the program is to help our

residents to remain as
independent as possible, prevent
illness and hospitalizations, and
stay in their apartment homes as
long as possible. Make sure and

stop in the next time they
are here.

Resident Managers
Tom and Beth Wood

Tom and Beth Wood are the
resident night managers from
10 p.m. to 8 a.m. They are
available to help you in an
emergency situation. Emergency
situations include the following:
overnight emergency
maintenance issues (including
heating and air-conditioning,
water leaks, overflowing toilets);
medical situations (falls or very
basic first-aid treatment);
security and safety issues. You
can reach Beth and Tom by
either pulling the emergency
cord located in your apartment
or by calling them at
(859) 468-3843 or 525-6900.

Please remember that Tom
and Beth are not able to provide
emergency medical care but will
help you call 911 if necessary
and wait with you until they
arrive.

Terry Shetler, a fellow
resident, also helps the resident
managers during their off days
or when they are on vacation. So
don’t be surprised if you see him
instead of Beth or Tom at your
door responding to your
emergency.
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Corner
Director’s

To the Residents of Colonial
Heights and Gardens,

Difficult times, I cannot say
enough how appreciated
everyone’s efforts (both resident
and staff) have been in keeping
our community safe. While we
are working to return many of
our services, especially dining
and activities, we will be doing
this slowly and with extreme
caution. I do believe that “better
days” are ahead but it is going to
be some time yet.

Sincerely, Ken

Carolyn’s Hair Salon
Price Increase Effective June

1st 2020
Shampoo & Set $22

Shampoo, Cut & Set $40
Women’s Haircut $20

Women’s Haircut & Blow
Dry $30

Perms $75
Color with Set $48

Color with Set & Haircut $60
Men’s Scissor Cut $19
Men’s Clipper Cut $16

Shampoo Only $7
Call Carolyn for an appt.

859-653-4697

Simple Stretching Moves
Stretching on a regular basis

helps to strengthen your muscles
and increase your range of
motion, which can make
everyday physical activities
easier. The following stretches
are simple ones that can even be
done from bed. Check with your
health care provider before
beginning a new routine.

Hands. Spread out your
fingers and extend them until
you feel a stretching sensation at
the base of each finger. Then
touch each finger, one at a time,
to your thumb. Repeat with your
other hand.

Legs. Lie on your back and
bend your knees so that your

feet are flat on the bed. Lift one
leg, supporting your thigh with
your hands if needed. Rotate
your lifted ankle in a clockwise
motion, then counterclockwise.
Repeat the exercise with your
other leg.

Body stretch. Lie on your side
with your legs together and
knees bent. Extend both arms
in front of your chest, palms
pressed together. Imagine your
arms are the covers of a book,
then “open the book” by lifting
the top arm and stretching
toward the other side of your
body as far as you comfortably
can. Slowly return your arm to
the closed position. Repeat three
to five times.

Identifying America
At home or abroad, most

people can name a symbol that
represents the United States to
them. Americans have no
shortage of national icons, and
here’s some information on a
few of the most famous:

Lady Liberty. The first thing
seen by many as they reach
America, the Statue of Liberty
was a gift from France.
Originally intended to be
presented in 1876 to
commemorate a century of
American independence, France
offered to pay for the statue,
while the U.S. agreed to pay for
the pedestal. Lack of funds in
both countries led to a 10-year
delay in the statue’s dedication,
which took place in 1886.

Old Glory. Possibly the most
recognized flag in the world,
creation of the first version has
long been attributed to Betsy
Ross. Between 1777 and 1960,
various acts and executive orders
changed the shape, design and
arrangement of the original flag.
The colors (red, white and blue)
and stars and stripes have been
elements in each version.

Beautiful bird. Thanks in part
to its great strength and stately
looks, Congress chose the bald
eagle as the national symbol in
1782. However, not all founding
fathers agreed with the choice—
Benjamin Franklin insisted the
wild turkey would be the better
bird for such an honor.
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Refreshing Watermelon
Sweet and juicy, watermelon

is a taste of summer. The
refreshing snack is 92 percent
water, so it can quench your
thirst and cool you off when the
temperature soars.

Watermelon is usually
considered a fruit, but it has
some properties of a vegetable.
It is a member of the gourd
family and related to cucumbers,
squash and pumpkins.
Therefore, some say it can be
classified as both a fruit and
a vegetable.

What is not debatable is the
nutrition packed into
watermelon. Its ripe red color
comes from high levels of
lycopene, an antioxidant that
has been linked to a decreased
risk of heart disease and cancer,
and may protect the skin from
sun damage. Watermelon is also
a good source of potassium and
vitamins A, B-6 and C.

More than 1,200 varieties of
watermelon are grown
worldwide. While most types
have a deep green rind and red
or pink flesh, some varieties
have an orange, yellow or white
interior. Usually sliced into
wedges or cubed, watermelon
can also be served up in salads
and blended into juices or
smoothies. Every part of the
melon can be eaten, even the
rind and seeds.

Watermelon is grown in most
U.S. states, with Florida, Texas,
California, Georgia and Arizona
leading production.

An Idea That Stuck
For 100 years, many adults

and children have been patching
up boo-boos with handy little
bandages called Band-Aids. It’s
hard to imagine a medicine
cabinet or first aid kit without
them, and we have a clumsy
cook to thank for their
invention.

In 1920, Josephine Dickson
was a newlywed who was prone
to minor cuts and burns while
cooking. Her husband, Earle
Dickson, worked for Johnson &
Johnson, and would dress her
wounds with gauze and surgical
tape supplied from his job.
Wanting a better solution, Earle
had the idea to combine the
gauze and tape, making it easy
to apply an all-in-one adhesive
bandage without help.

Johnson & Johnson took
Earle’s invention and created
Band-Aids, selling them the
following year. The new product
didn’t sell well at first, so the
company hired traveling
salesmen to demonstrate
Band-Aids’ practical use. The
bandages were also included in
first aid kits for Boy Scouts and
later provided to soldiers in
World War II. Packaged in a tin
that could be repurposed to
hold small items, Band-Aids
became a household name.

Honoring
Korean War Veterans
More than 5 million men and

women served in the U.S. armed
forces during the Korean War.
Dedicated on July 27, 1995, the
Korean War Veterans Memorial,
located on the National Mall in
Washington, D.C., honors those
who fought in the conflict from
1950 to 1953.

The memorial’s most
recognized feature is a triangle-
shaped field with 19 stainless
steel statues that represent the
war’s cross section of American
service members from the Army,
Marine Corps, Air Force and
Navy. The 7-foot-tall figures
appear to be moving toward an
American flag that flies next to a
reflective pool of remembrance.
The reminder “Freedom is not
free” is engraved on the pool’s
stone wall.

Another impactful feature is a
black granite mural wall that
shows thousands of images
made from war photographs of
military support personnel,
including doctors, nurses and
canine corps. The wall’s polished
surface also reflects the
memorial’s 19 statues, giving
the illusion there are 38 figures.
This number is symbolic of the
38 months the war lasted and
the 38th parallel that separated
North and South Korea.

The Korean War Honor Roll
at the memorial contains the
names of all U.S. military service
members who lost their lives
during the war.
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Books on a Budget
Once upon a time, quality

books were rather exclusive
possessions, owned only by
those who could afford them.
The high prices were due to the
cost of producing the books. But
in 1935, British publisher Allen
Lane would change the future
for readers with his novel idea:
the paperback.

Lane was not the first to
produce books with paper
covers, but the existing products,
called “penny dreadfuls,” were
of low quality and lowbrow
content. Lane’s new company,
Penguin Books, offered
inexpensive paperback copies
of serious literary titles for a
fraction of the price of a
hardcover book. The concept
was wildly successful and
opened doors for millions of
readers whose Depression-era
budgets could afford the new,
lower-priced books.

Following Penguin’s success,
other publishing houses were
quick to jump on the
bandwagon, including the
American company Pocket
Books. A small paperback could
easily be carried in the uniform
pockets of soldiers serving in
World War II, which added even
more demand for the books.

Outdoor Safety Tips
Sunshine and warm

temperatures lure many of us
outdoors this time of year. Keep
these safety tips in mind when
you head outside:

Stay out of the sun. If possible,
avoid the sun when it’s at its
hottest, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Instead, plan outdoor activities
for the early morning or
evening, when it’s cooler. If you
do go out during the heat of the
day, try to stay in shaded areas.

Use sunscreen. Protect your
skin by slathering on sunscreen
with a sun protection factor of
30 or higher every two hours.
Reapply it more often if you are
swimming or perspiring.

Dress appropriately. To help
stay cool, wear lightweight,
loose-fitting clothing in light
colors. A wide-brimmed hat and
sunglasses will provide added
sun protection.

Stay hydrated. Drink plenty of
water and decaffeinated
beverages throughout the day,
and don’t wait until you are
thirsty to reach for a glass. Fruits
and vegetables are also good
sources of fluids.

Keep cool. Run a small towel
under cool water, wring it out
and drape it around your neck
or on top of your head if you are
in the heat.

Let others know your plans.
Include information such as
where you will be and when
you’ll return.

Remember Me?
A star athlete and the

“ambassador of aloha,” Duke
Kahanamoku was a legend in
and out of the water.

• A native Hawaiian, he
was born in Honolulu
on Aug. 24, 1890.

• With the ocean as their
playground, he and his
siblings grew up
swimming, surfing and
canoeing along the beaches
of Waikiki.

• In 1911, at his first
swimming competition, he
broke three world records.

• At 21, he won the first of
three Olympic gold medals.
He represented the U.S. at
the Olympics for 20 years,
from 1912 to 1932.

• With his powerful
“Kahanamoku kick,”
he dominated sprint
swimming. The press
and fans nicknamed him
“the human fish.”

• Called the father of modern
surfing, he’s credited with
popularizing the Hawaiian
pastime of surfing and
promoting it as a sport.

• Kahanamoku also had an
acting career, with roles in
over two dozen movies,
including “Wake of the Red
Witch” with John Wayne
and “Mister Roberts” with
Henry Fonda.

• After his days competing,
Kahanamoku was elected
sheriff of Honolulu, serving
for nearly three decades.
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Happy

Birthday
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HEIGHTS!
7/01 Richard Kuchle
7/02 Katherine Jackson
7/07 Ron Bennett
7/08 Rosie Rippe
7/13 Bill Turner
7/16 Judy Insko
7/19 Trudy Bieger
7/19 Jerry Edgington
7/20 Betty Bailey
7/22 Terri Shetler
7/23 Kathleen Terlau
7/25 Bob Plunkett
7/26 Mae Brueggeman
7/26 Sylvia Salzman

HAPPY B’DAY GARDENS!
7/07 Patsy Bullock
7/11 William Gile
7/13 Julia Bandfield
7/19 Mary Smith
7/22 Joyce Huber
7/26 Tom Gessell

Lab Work
Residents: Just a little reminder
for anyone who needs lab work

done. American Health
Associates Lab comes to the

Heights every Thursday morning
between 8:00 am and 9 am.

They will come to your
apartment and draw your blood.
This is a great service. If you do
not have a copy of your order,
have your physician fax it to

Yuvonne at 859-647-3073 so I
can write up your order to give it

to the phlebotomist. The lab
sends your results to the

ordering physician.

Note From Pam
And Yuvonne

Residents: After all this is over
and we are free to gather and

come and go as we please,
without wearing a mask, we are
going to have one of the biggest

parties we have ever had at
Colonial Heights to celebrate.

You all deserve it. All this
COVID-19 has been hard on

every last one of us. Let’s all say
a prayer it will be over soon. We

are ready to PARTY!!!!

Memorable Melody:
‘Don’t Be Cruel’

Elvis Presley released this
bouncy, rockabilly song in July
1956. Legendary songwriter Otis
Blackwell penned the lovelorn
lyrics that include the catchy
plea, “Don’t be cruel to a heart
that’s true.” This single was the
B-side to another tune you
might recognize, “Hound Dog,”
making the double-sided hit
record one of the most famous
in music history. “Don’t Be
Cruel” took the No. 1 spot on
the pop, country and rhythm
and blues charts, and later that
fall, the future King of Rock ’n’
Roll performed it for fans on
“The Ed Sullivan Show.”

How To Use FaceTime
1. Open the FaceTime app on

your iPhone or iPad. The app
icon is green with a white video
camera on it.

2. Tap the + button in the
upper right corner.

3. Type in the phone number
or email address of the person
you want to call. Tap the
number or address when you’ve
finished entering it. You can also
type in the person’s name if they
are already in your Contacts list.

4. Tap Audio or Video to start
your call.

5. If you need help or have
questions, feel free to ask a staff
member.
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Spiritual
Corner

Another month has gone by
with the COVID virus separating
us from so many things we hold
dear. We are now in July and we
begin to wonder when will this
ever be over. There are some
people who may think they have
the answer, but no one can
predict the outcome. We don’t
know, but we can be sure our
heavenly Father knows the very
second that this will be over. He
has always known.

The question then is why
would our perfect Father in
heaven allow this to happen.
There is always an uproar over
this question. What would your
answer be? Many people don’t
feel comfortable pursuing this
subject, yet in its very substance,
our sense of peace lies.

God is sovereign. He is the
Alpha and the Omega, the
beginning, the end, and
everything in between. He still
loves us in this with His
everlasting love. He still says He
will never leave us (Joshua 1:9;
Psalm 145:18-19). These are
Biblical truths.

They are promises we stand
on in faith. That faith brings
peace.

God says over and over for us
to remember. He wants us to
remember back through our
journey with Him. For our faith
and peace we are to remember
also the journeys recorded in the
Bible. Abraham, Moses, and
Joseph were not without trials,
illnesses and plagues. Neither
were our journeys. These
hardships have always driven
people closer to Him. We feel
safety in knowing we are under
the Lord’s wings (Psalm 91:4)
even in these circumstances. We
are cared for, cherished, children
of the most high God, always.
This doesn’t change.

I would much rather think
this time in our lives has a
purpose than to think it’s
random, that God is
accomplishing His will during
this horrible pandemic. His will
has always been relationships
with everyone He created with
Heaven on His mind and a new
earth populated with these same
people someday.

God is sovereign. His will in
these days is being
accomplished. People are being
drawn to Him in astounding
numbers (John 6:44). He never
leaves you. You are covered in
His love. Always. I’m comforted
that my Lord and Savior has a
plan and purpose in the very
midst of a pandemic. I can rest
in this no matter what is
happening around me. His
perfect love casts out all fear. (1
John 4-18). May you be always
and forever in His perfect peace.

With Love,
Cindy Lowe
Assisting Chaplain

Brainteaser
Question: What color is the

top stripe of the U.S. flag, red
or white?

Answer: Red.




